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About This Game

The human race has expanded into the galaxy thanks to the wonders of the technological singularity. You have become so
powerful that you can manage vast armies across an entire world that provide you with an ever greater galactic empire.

Now, humanity is under assault by a new enemy. Calling themselves the Substrate, they seek to annihilate the human race from
existence. You, as an up and coming member of the Post-Human Coalition, must deal with both this new menace as well as

renegade humans trying to lay claim to their own worlds.
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Play as the Post Human Coalition or their eternal foes the Substrate and battle for control of the galaxy. Experience maps of
unprecedented size and detail with the unparalleled power of the world’s first native 64-bit RTS engine, Nitrous.

Enjoy the game online with friends in ranked or unranked multiplayer mode or play it by yourself against a powerful non-
cheating AI in skirmish or campaign mode. No matter what mode you play, strategy is the key: deciding what technologies to

research, where to send your armies, how to manage your economy, and what units to construct are crucial to victory.

Experience a massive-scale real time strategy game where you wage war across worlds with thousands of units. The conflict has
escalated, and it’s time to choose a side.
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Title: Ashes of the Singularity: Escalation
Genre: Indie, Simulation, Strategy
Developer:
Stardock Entertainment, Oxide Games
Publisher:
Stardock Entertainment
Franchise:
Ashes of the Singularity
Release Date: 10 Nov, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: 64-bit Windows 10 / 8.1 / 7

Processor: Quad-core Intel / AMD Processor

Memory: 6 GB RAM

Graphics: 2 GB GDDR5 NVidia GeForce 660 / AMD R7 360 or better (GeForce 900+ / Radeon 290+ for Vulkan)

DirectX: Version 11

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 27 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX Compatible Sound Card

Additional Notes: 1920x1080 Display Resolution or Higher

English,German,French,Italian
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Best benchmark software on steam. Game is great, Lots of fun, I enjoy the scale of the game and really makes me feel like this
is an "alternative" version of Supreme Commander. The graphics are impressive and the variety of units and counter play is on
point. Game is also not even a full price game and you're getting plenty of content via campaign and multiplayer.

However I find that some of the bugs can get in the way of the gameplay at times and the crashing the game does when lots of
units are involved.

Overall the game is very polished and performs as intended about 90% of the time. I give it 8\/10, great audio, great graphics,
great gameplay but suffers from strange bugs\/desyncs, crashes at times and units not following orders at times.
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Patch update 1.0.3 - Full Oculus Rift support!:
New update with official Oculus Rift support. Incl:
- Thumbstick rotation to change view
- Support for Standing as well as Room-Scale

Also included enhanced graphics setting detection to select the best setting based on your hardware. As before this can be
manually adjusted in the Options Menu.. Unhack 2 Wands Awake: Episode One Patch update 1.0.4 - Windows MR HMD
support:
New update with official Windows Mixed Reality support

Minor updates to Rift support and Standing mode

As always - email support@startvr.co if you have any questions, issues or feedback.

Happy Holidays!
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